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*Jan 14th
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*Feb 28th

Calendar of Events

January Kamshaft Cut-off
General Meeting
General Meeting (Auction Night)
Last day for 2022 Membership Renewal
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*Kamloops Chapter Events

Here it is another year has passed us bye and I am sitting here at
the computer wondering what I can do for the up coming Kamshafts to
EDITORIAL
make them worth while reading as it is the 50th Anniversary of our
Chapter.
When I look at a newspaper I see many different items submitted by many different people. Some
sports, news, weather, gossip, things happening in Kamloops , Dick’s column in the Connector introducing
our members, and etc. And I am wondering how I can make this happen with the Kamshaft. When you
read the Vintage Car you may notice the various articles submitted from different members. It would be
nice if you as a member would take the time and consider joining the Kamshaft team.
There is so much more out there that I could add if I had some more volunteers helping. As Editor I
have enjoyed receiving Art and Sal Harms monthly articles and from the comments I receive from other
members they also enjoy them.
With 2022 being the Chapters 50th Anniversary lets all make an effort to do at least one extra thing for
our Chapter out side our normal circle to make the year a year one to remember.

EDITOR’S

Dear Editor
Harm says current paid membership sits at 62. If you still haven’t
sent in your membership please do
so, before the end Feb 2022.
You will no longer receive any
correspondence from the Chapter if your renewal has not be
received.
If you do not wish to renew please let me know.
I plan to do follow up phone calls the end of Dec.
Any questions e Mail us at : debbie_ f28@hotmail.com
E transfers are excepted at above address. If possible send in
your signed copy membership renewal forms and /or let us
know if any changes to your current addresses or
auto collection.
At the time of writing this 62 members that have renewed.
Thanks Harm (membership) and Debbie (treasurer) Fransen

??? Does anyone know the name of the gentleman on the right in this picture? He is suppose to be
living in the Little Fort area and I would like to
contact him.
The car is a 1941 Chrysler and I understand it
came from Salmon Arm.
If you can help please contact the Editor at
kamshafteditor@gmail.com
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Words from your President: - A festive general meeting was held and many
gift packs were drawn. Lila delivered a lovely hot spiced apple cider and the ladies had
dozens of home baked cookies that were a big hit. It was nice to sit and socialize in a
safe environment….everyone present had to be vaccinated.
Our next meeting is Jan.26/22 and our annual auction will be at the following
Meeting in February. Merry Christmas to all and a Happy and Healthy New Year!
Executive positions to be announced in the January Kamshaft
Jim Carroll, President

GENERAL MEETING NOVEMBER 24th
The evening started off with Sue Wilson checking everyone as they entered. As the building is
own by the city everyone must show proof of vaccination and wear a face mask. Sue stated that all
co-operated with the current covid rules and no fights broke out.
As we do not hold a General Meeting in December the elections for the
new executive take place at this meeting. Ken Hoshowski being part of
the nominating committee ran the elections. Some have repeated their
Names
positions however we are very fortunate as some new names have
Nominated
For Office
appeared. Talking with president Jim Carroll it was mentioned the list
of the elected officers and appointed positions will appear in he January
Kamshaft.
The meeting part moved along quite quickly as Lila Foley had
organized a Christmas social (replacing our annual Christmas dinner).
I hope I get this straight as I did not manage to attend the meeting personally.
Lila, Marge Hoshowski and Kathy Kovacs made the cookies.
Herman Kovacs made a wooden decoration and set up the
cookie table while Marlene Beddie’s decorations were used
for other tables. People seem to enjoy the Hot Apple Cider
that Lila had brought and Steve Bell helped her serve it.
Debbie Fransen drew names for the many gifts that she and
Lila had brought from Santa, as he was very generous this
year. The following received something : - Bob Anderson,
Marlene Beddie, Steve Bell. Bob Chambers. Andy Cordonier, Dave Costain, Geoff Gibbard,
Ray Henry, Mary-Anne & Bernard King, Doug McCloy, Bill Pasjack, Peter Sanderson, Keith Stewart,
& Jan Surline.
As you can see by the pictures on the next page with everyone wearing their covid face mask it
could easily have been a mystery party Not sure who was who?
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Elaine Jones is our sunshine lady.
If you know a member that could use a ray of sunshine contact Elaine at
778 470 0369
Elaine sent a
Get Well to Bob Gieseleman
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The annual Kamloops Santa Claus
parade is already behind us. What a great
event to participate in. The streets were jam
packed with kids and adults for many blocks.
We saw a fantastic turnout this year. It seemed as if every kid in Kamloops attended! The parade began at
dusk. Every participant was encouraged to display as many lights as possible, and they did. There were tons
of lights.
Thanks to the club drivers and volunteers who helped
make this club event all come together. Richard and Barb
Vandermey decorated and drove the Austin Ambulance.
Terry & Heather Davidson decorated the Firetruck. Unfortunately it suffered mechanical problems at the last minute. It was unable to enter the parade. Craig and Marlene
Beddie helped decorate as well. They drove the tow truck
in the parade for the Downtown Business Association.
They towed Jim’s trailer with a live band performing.
My wife Heather and my son Kyle also assisted with
vehicle decorating. We rode in the 1928 Dodge together.
John Bone assisted us as well. It’s always great to have John and Craig there for mechanical support.
The VCCC was represented well. The club cars all have historic significance in Kamloops. I truly believe
everyone seeing our cars in the parade enjoyed them.
I’m already looking forward to next year. Keith Barron
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Club vehicles in the parade

Pictures supplied by Keith Barron,
Marlene Beddie & Sherry Carroll

Merry Christmas
Everyone
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Novembers Mystery Car is a 1930 Willys Knight. John North Willys was in the automobile business
selling Overland automobiles from 1900 to 1907. In 1907, he purchased the Overland Company, and
renamed it Willys Overland. He began manufacturing automobiles under the Willys brand. These cars
were sturdy and were designed with body styles similar with other cars of the period. They were popular
with the public, and were the number two in sales in the market for many years.
The most unique feature of the November Mystery Car, a 1930 Willys Knight, was
the sleeve valve engine. In 1903, Charles Yale Knight invented the sleeve valve
engine. Engines of that period were of the poppet valve type. The early poppet
valve engines were very noisy, and suffered from broken and burnt valves. The
metallurgy in this period was not developed to the standards required to make
them reliable. Charles Knights solution to this problem, was to develop the sleeve
valve engine. His design used pistons inside of two sliding sleeves, which were actuated by an auxiliary
shaft with small con rods. These sleeves had
ports cut out of them. The precise timing of
these sliding sleeves opened and closed the
intake and the exhaust ports as required.
The main improvement of eliminating the
poppet valves was a very quiet, smooth, and
reliable operating engine. The main problem
with these engines was high oil consumption
due to the clearances between the cylinder
block, the two sliding sleeves, and the
piston. A secondary problem existed with
starting in cold weather, caused by thicker
oil and so many moving parts.
Knight Sleeve Engine
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While in Europe, John Willys met Charles Knight, who was over there marketing his patents to European
car makers. He became interested in this engine design, so in 1913 he purchased the Edwards Motor Car
Company, which already had a license to manufacture Knight engines. The Willys Knight car was introduced into the market in 1914, and continued until 1933. A little side note, Willys Knight manufactured
more sleeve valve engines than all the other manufacturers combined.
The rest of the 1930 Willys Knight, its styling, running gear, and chassis were in keeping with the time.
These cars were manufactured with a straight six sleeve valve engine producing 53 HP. The five body
styles offered were the roadster, touring car, coupe deluxe, coach deluxe, and the coach sedan. There
were 65,766 Willys Knight automobiles manufactured in our subject year, 1930. Art Harms

They sure had some neat looking
cars

.
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June 10-12th
This year we are holding our Back Roads
Tour on the weekend of
June 10th , 11th, and 12th.
The event will begin in Kamloops on Friday morning the 10th of
June with the destination being Hope, via the Fraser Canyon.
The second night will
be in Squamish after
travelling through the
Fraser Valley on the Lougheed Hwy. (Hwy. #7). On Sunday the
tour will continue through Whistler, Pemberton, and Lillooet.
At this point participants could either continue on home to
Kamloops or spend the night in Lillooet.
For those not familiar with this
event, it is an annual tour which
takes a different route each year following secondary roads that allow us to
see and experience BC. The intention is to allow plenty of time for socializing
and to make use of roads that allow a slower pace for an older car.
Bob Gieselman had earlier arranged stops of interest, meals, and accommodations but due to Covid and
the recent weather events this will have to be reviewed and confirmed. Hopefully things will be back to
something normal by June. We intend to have stops for meals and ice cream lined up as we have in previous
years.
The registration is limited to 18 vehicles and the deadline will be April 15th. The registration fee will be
$20.00 per vehicle. If you are interested please contact me and I will send out a copy of the waiver to be
signed and add you to the list of participants. Once the registration fee has been paid, and the waiver signed,
participants will receive the hotel information so they can make their reservations. At this point I do not have
the rooms set aside but some work has been done on this and I hope to complete these arrangements soon.
Meals and any event fees will be the responsibility of the participants but we will try to negotiate group
discounts. For more information please contact:

Bruce Bawtree 6393 Squilax-Anglemont Rd. Magna Bay, BC V0E 1M7
Cell: 250-819-5741 brucebawtree@gmail.com
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WHAT IS IT?
If you know contact
kamshafteditor@gmail.com

Presented by Jerry & Vicky Wallin
November

December

Nut Slicer/Cracker

General Meeting
Feb. 26th

Start getting your items
ready for the
clubs annual auction
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KAMLOOPS HERITAGE

The Canadian National Railway (CNR)
station at Kamloops, British Columbia is a
substantial two storey station of restrained
modern classical design. Located at 500
Lorne St., it is one of the few remaining
buildings in what was once an extensive
CNR divisional point complex.
HERITAGE VALUE
The CNR station at Kamloops, British
Columbia has been designated a heritage
railway station for its historical, architectural
and environmental significance.
The Kamloops CNR station was built in 1926-27 by the local firm of Johnston and Company to
designs prepared by the CNR Architectural Division in Winnipeg. It is a handsome masonry
building that portrays an innovative synthesis of traditional picturesque station design and
more contemporary neoclassical elements. It was one of the earliest stations in Canada to
reflect the restrained classicism that subsequently became common for both railway and
non-railway public architecture.

This station’s sophistication reflects its importance as a CNR symbol. It was built on the main line
the CNR developed in western Canada shortly after the company itself was created from an
amalgamation of earlier railway lines. Since CNR constructed new facilities only when they were
required to supplement existing ones, creation of a substantial divisional point at Kamloops was a
major activity. The CNR’s intention was to undercut the monopoly Canadian Pacific Railway had
held in the Kamloops area for over 30 years. This goal was expedited by subsequent construction
of a branch line to Kelowna through Kamloops. As a result, the Kamloops station served as a
terminal for both main and branch line service until it was converted to its present use as railway
offices. Today, it sits in a scenic though isolated setting within a larger railway landscape that has
retained its topographical features but few of its early buildings.

Club members in the
picture (R to L)
Engel & Audrey
Bouwmeester standing
next to their
1924 Studebaker,
Dave & Noella
Dickinson, with their
1928 Hupmobile behind
them.
Chick & Ron Buck &
Crew of the 2141.
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IN THE REARVIEW MIRROR

By Sal Harms

December the 6th, it is snowing, and 5 below. Now is that not the best time to go out in the wild blue
yonder and get a Christmas tree. You bet it is, the BOSS says.
For fun I drove by Safeway to check out their selection. $ 54.95 for the smallest fir and pricier for the next level.
Did I get the required permit to cut? Nope just procrastinated. More excitement to not get caught. lol

Load the kids and head out on the grand adventure. Take the old beater station wagon she will transport it.

Did not take long before the bright sunny day turned to a heavy snow fall. As we proceeded north out of Kamloops
we saw lots of terrific trees the perfect size. A full, dark green is enviable. Some were close to the side of the road
and others were off in the distance. Because we were trying not to be seen cutting a tree on either the Reserve or
private property it was imperative to find a tree further off the road. Can you imagine getting caught. Not…………
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This one

or
That is the million dollar question.

This one.

Okay, now the fun begins as we are far enough off the road not to be seen cutting the best tree in the forest. Ha, Ha.
Is it tall enough, bushy enough, green enough, (no dead yellow branches) and will it ultimately fit in the fancy
stainless tree stand the Boss made years ago. Yep, meets all requirements, cut it down.
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Trudging through the snow with assistance from an excited child is a yearly adventure which is whole
heartly enjoyable for everyone. This sure beats paying $ 54.95 for a commercially grown tree. Sal
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"HOW HEAVY IS THIS GLASS OF WATER?"
That was a simple question posed by a professor to his
students.
The students began to guess. 8 oz? 12? 16?
Their answers all received a shake of the professor's head,
because the lesson wasn't about physics.
It was about stress.
With a gentle sincerity, he tells the class, "The absolute
weight of the glass doesn't matter. It depends on how long
I hold onto it. If I hold it for a minute, nothing happens.
If I hold it for an hour, my arm will begin to ache. If I hold it
all day long, my arm will feel numb and paralyzed. While
the weight of the glass hasn't changed, the longer I hold
onto it the heavier it becomes." Nods of agreement fill the
room, and the professor continues.
"The stresses and the worries of life are like this glass of water. If you think about
them for a little while, there's no problem. You think about it for a little bit longer … it
begins to hurt. You think about them all day long and you'll feel paralyzed, incapable
of doing anything."
Placing the glass on his desk, the professor concludes, "Always remember: put
the glass down."
Carrying the burden of the past memories—or fears about the future—causes
unnecessary pain. Find a way to lighten the emotional load, otherwise you'll be
weighed down and unable to move freely.
Letting go sounds easy in theory. But it's often easier said than done. PTSD,
chaotic homes and unfair systems make stress next to inescapable.
There are some proven ideas for "putting the glass down" though, even when it's
difficult. Things like:
·
Writing out your negative thoughts
·
Calling a supportive person
·
Taking a walk in nature
·
Cuddling with a furry friend
·
Listening to empowering, uplifting music
No matter what glass of water you're holding onto at the moment, setting it aside,
even momentarily, whenever possible might be the best way to overcome it.
After all, everyone deserves a lighter load these days.
Lets hope that 2022 is a better year for everyone compared to 2020 and 2021.

A Thought to Remember Until Next Time:
Whiskey does not make you fat…
It makes you lean… against tables, chairs, walls, cars and pretty girls.
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